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Abstract. The presented process enables users to design, fabricate
and assemble spatial lattices comprised of linear stock materials such
as round section timber, aluminum or acrylic dowels and complex 3D
printed joints. The motivation for the development of this application
is informed by the incredible availability of low cost 3D printers which
enable anyone to produce small scale artifacts; deploying rapid prototyping to achieve larger scale artifacts than the machine’s effective work
envelope is a challenge for additive manufacturing; and the trend in the
design computing world away highly technical specialized software towards general public applications.
Keywords. Design Computation; Digital Fabrication; 3D Printing;
Spatial Lattices; Design to Production.

1. Introduction
The evolution of digital fabrication technologies such as laser cutting and computer
numerical control machining and rapid prototyping bridged the hiatus between digital media and physical artifacts. Design education, research and practice were
transformed but more interestingly this trend started permeating into the general
public whereby the end-user may become the designer and fabricator. Startups
such as SketchFab, OnShape, as well as industry leader backed systems such as
123D and TinkerCad by Autodesk offer 3D content creation software which start
from basic levels of complexity seen suitable for broader audiences and progressively scale to functionality found in professional tools.
We inquire for creative applications of rapid prototyping supporting the
Maker’s trend beyond replication of downloaded or 3D scanned content. How
could we break through the limitations of the small envelope, low resolution of low
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cost 3D printers to create larger scale perhaps spatial artifacts. How could computation provide tools connecting design and fabrication considerations directly
and intuitively. We present a parametric application that enables the design and
fabrication of relatively large scale 3D printed artifacts using linear stock elements
such as wood dowels coupled with complex 3D printed joints.
Producing large artifacts from small footprint or low-cost digital fabrication
machines, such as laser cutters and 3D printers have been investigated in the past
(Sass 2004; Dritsas & Kashyap 2005; Sass et al. 2015). Our contributions are in
the integration of geometric modeling, analysis and optimization procedures in a
nearly instant connection of upstream design and downstream production considerations aiming to be accessible to non-technical audiences.
2. System Overview
The notion of embedding design and fabrication intelligence is expressed by transferring late design considerations such as detail design, production efficiency, material uptake and scheduling upstream. The organization of those is tiered into: (a)
Lattice Topology: resolution of the overarching considerations as well as preliminary sizing of elements, (b) Node Topology: resolution of the boundary representation of the solid geometry per node, (c) Joint Geometry: modeling of various
types of joint interfaces between the 3D printed nodes and linear elements, and
(d) Scheduling and Reporting: where geometric operations are performed to prepare for the 3D printing process as well as the production of metric analysis and
assembly assistance reports.
2.1. LATTICE TOPOLOGY

The geometric input to the application is comprised of a collection of lines, dimensions such as the internal and external diameters of cylindrical linear elements and
joint detail attributes. Using exclusively round cross-sectional profiles is a constraint for simplifying modeling and analysis but also fabrication and assembly.
Complex line networks may be produced by regular drawing, procedurally from
mesh or solid geometries or algorithmically by scripting.
Reconstructing the topology of a 3D lattice from geometry includes the conversion of lines into node and edge data structures. It is an incremental process where
incoming end-points are compered against all existing nodes to ensure uniqueness.
This is a nearest-neighbor search for which we used KD-tree (Bentley 1975) spatial
partitioning for accelerating computation.
Every edge is attributed with a diameter and split into two half-edges associated
with each of the terminal nodes. Subsequently we focus on nodes to determine the
minimum length of extrusion along each half-edge such that no penetration occurs
between adjacent branches. The computation is presented in the diagram below
(figure 1).
Having determined the nominal size of half-edges, we compute the net length
of full-edges as the distance between nodes less the sum of the two half-edges.
This results into a complex cutting schedule as dimensions are numerically arbitrary (figure 2). We thus perform rationalization by rounding elements into incre-
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ments such as every few millimeters. Clustering-based rationalization strategies
(Jain et al. 1999) or one-dimensional cutting stock optimization are performed
to further simply fabrication and assembly (Dyckhoff 1990). The residuals from
re-dimensioning are distributed into half-edges for symmetry.

Figure 1. The dimension of each half-edge (l) is determined pair-wise by the minimum angle
among all other half-edges by projection on the bisector.

Figure 2. Edge dimension rationalization using uniform clustering simplifies number of types
for assembly and cutting stock optimized material waste.

We establish the transformations from world-space to the 3D-printer’s build
plane. Surprisingly this is a non-trivial task (Xu et al. 1997; Alexander et al.
1998; Byun & Lee 2006) as there are multiple parameters to consider: (a) Stability:
printed parts are more accurate if placed upright than resting on a point or edge; (b)
Support: it is desirable to minimize the volume of support material to reduce build
time and improve quality; (c) Height: reducing the height also reduces build time.
Those requirements are formulated as an optimization problem solved iteratively
using heuristics.
Use of the average normal from node’s edges as the build-plane was suboptimal in stability (figure 3). We prioritized stability such that basis vectors were
selected as the two longest half-edges. This produced acceptable results but there
were cases of cruciform nodes where one or more half-edges lied underneath the
build-plane. We thus reformulated the search for the pair of half-edges that brings
the largest number of remaining half-edges on one side of the build-plane. When
multiple solutions are available we minimize the height of the transformed node.
In cases where there are no solutions we let a node stand normal on its end or
pad vertically the best of previous searched solutions. It is not conclusive which
strategy is generally the optimal.
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Figure 3. For a 5-edge node there are 1-10 basis vectors combination options. Option 11 uses
the node normal, option 12 uses the stand-on-edge strategy.

When the material of the linear members does not exhibit sufficient elasticity
joints cannot be assembled axially along the edge directions. We thus support
translational joints that can be assembled by motion perpendicular to the edge (figure 4). We select a normal vector per edge, a procedure which is also non-trivial
and does not always have a solution for nodes of high valence. Our heuristic for
this problem is to determine a normal vector per node by averaging incoming edge
directions and use the average of adjacent node normals. This works well for
boundary edges of the lattice but interior nodes may suffer from assembly interferences. Solving this problem requires a global search incorporating upstream
half-edge length adjustment which is an arguably complex optimization program
to be explored in the future.

Figure 4. Edge orientation procedure for translational joint types.

2.2. NODE TOPOLOGY

New 3D printers do not require one body per STL file and tolerate overlapped
meshes. The initial implementation using multi-body STLs suffered from robust-
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ness as it was impossible to avoid non-manifold geometries from coincident mesh
edges and vertices. We developed a micro BREP kernel to ensure robustness in
resolving intersections of multiple cylinder surfaces.
The key aspect of the BREP system is taking advantage the analytical nature
of the geometry namely the network of elliptic arcs as the intersection of equal
cylinders. The process is more efficient and numerically stable compared to generalized BREP solvers due to the use of analytical primitives. Pairwise half-edges
determine bisecting planes where the elliptic intersections of cylinders are situated.
Unless being colinear two edges produce a semi-elliptic arc towards the bisector’s
direction, otherwise the result is a circle. The common points among arcs and
circles are computed and arc segments are discarded by inclusion testing. If the
network is completely closed, then the procedure is complete. Otherwise we complete the network with inclusion of circular arcs which belong to the spherical
patch at the miter cap.
Scalloping is the process of developing the interface of intersecting cylindrical
or tubular profiles used for plasma cutting and welding. We perform this operation
for piecing arcs into closed loops that define the trimmed boundary of each linear
member. Patches are then unfolded for further processing which is easier in 2D
(figure 5).

Figure 5. Segmentation, development and assembly of cylindrical patches.

The elliptic network is polygonised up to tolerance and the generated points are
propagated laterally on the trim boundaries of meeting cylindrical patches. This
ensures the triangulation produced does not require stitching, an artifact common
when approximate trimmed surface boundaries are used.
In the simplest case the application assumes hollow or solid round profile edges
interfacing axially with protruding or inset sockets at the nodes (figure 6). This
simplifies fabrication requiring only cutting elements to length. The simplest joint
detail is the protruding style suitable for hollow linear sections that only require a
cylindrical lag appended as terminal geometry. It also produces better results as
the node and edge surfaces are flush. The joint may be secured by interference fitting or adhesives. The inset socket type is more complicated as its depth needs to
be incorporated upstream in the minimal half-edge length computation. Geometrically it is identical only the cylinder lag is inverted. Inset joints are less efficient in
3D printing material uptake and time of production for the same diameter of linear
stock.
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Figure 6. Joint detail options with progressively more complex fabrication of linear members.
Left: Axial assembly of solid or hollow sections. Middle: Translational assembly requiring
additional cutting. Right: Translational assembly with addition of pinned hinge hole requiring
additional drilling.

It is not always possible to assemble lattices axially due to inherent rigidity
of triangulated frames. Only the family of affine lattices are possible to assemble
axially due to the translational degree of freedom. A translational detail common
in architecture and engineering applications where large beams and trusses are
assembled is introduced. The linear elements may be slide, glued or pinned into
place but this implies additional work in fabrication as slots and holes need to
be cut into linear elements. Pin joint connections introduce the opportunity for
kinematic lattices as a rotational degree of freedom is relaxed.
The triangulation for the joint has been determined by the topology of the elliptic network. Before the final mesh is assembled there are few operations applied
to embed additional details and assist assembly.
All lattice nodes are uniquely identified and annotated to simplify assembly.
Two options where explored for annotation: snap-off tags and engraved identifiers
(figure 7). The former was guided by the desire to remove printed annotations from
nodes in assembly and leave clean parts. The additional complications in optimal
orientation of nodes, low resolution of low cost printers and excess printing time
using snap-off tags informed the engraved annotation option. To keep the process
of mesh generation rapid, clip-off tags are merely injected into each socket whereas
engraved annotations are geometrically constructed in the unfold of the cylindrical
space and projected back into 3D space.
Constrained triangulation of spherical polygons is non-trivial (Ranka 1997;
O’Rourke 2008). Our approach injects a concentric grid of points in 3D to ensure
smooth triangulation with minimum number of vertices up to faceting tolerance.
Subsequently the boundary polygon and interior points are transformed in plane,
triangulated using a constrained Delaunay triangulation and mapped in 3D. For
projection we evaluated the transverse Mercator and stereographic projections but
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developed a custom scheme that creates better boundary triangles without need for
additional edge flipping (figure 8).

Figure 7. Annotation Embedding Options. Left: Initial solution with removable tags to avoid
permanently marking the printed parts. Right: Engraved annotation containing the node and
incident edge number.

Figure 8. Spherical Patch Meshing: (a) Concentric injection of points in sphere, (b)
Projection of cylinder-sphere edges and injected points onto plane, where (r) is the vector
from the center of the node to the point on the sphere, (c) Constrained Delaunay triangulation,
(d) Projection of mesh onto sphere.

Mesh smoothing may be used to soften transitions among edges. To ensure
that annotations and critical boundary edges are retained we first flag the spherical patch and upper circular profile as constrained. Smoothing is performed in
two steps: first a polygon subdivision increases the mesh resolution followed by
a relaxation step. We investigated Particle-Spring, Laplacian and Catmull-Clark
relaxation for which the later produced better results in apparent continuity and
smoothness in acute edge angles (figure 9).
The final steps of the process simplify the production of physical artifacts.
Meshes are verified as watertight and corrected if required. Nodes and edges are
transformed from world to plane coordinates. Layout for nodes employs a rectangular packing scheme in single layer bins. While it is possible to stack layers
vertically this is not preferable for most 3D printers, especially filament extruders due to excessive support material use. Additional scheduling data are emitted
such as the per node and total volume of 3D printing material, the total net length
of linear elements, tabular data regarding identification of nodes and edges (figure
10).
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Figure 9. Mesh Smoothing: Catmull-Clark iteration performs best in minimizing 3D printing
material at low subdivisions and avoids weakening wall thicknesses at high subdivisions. .

Figure 10. Fabrication scheduling information for 3D printed and manually cut parts.

2.3. CASE STUDY

The application was deployed as part of an assignment in a digital design and fabrication course for second term architecture students with the objective to design and
assemble a large-scale lightweight on-campus installation. The materials provided
were a spool of PLA filament and fifty 1 meter by 12 millimeter diameter, wood
dowels. 64 undergraduate students formed 16 teams and within 6-week, designed
and produced preliminary product-design scale prototypes using hollow acrylic
rods and large scale installations by the end of the academic term (figure 11).
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Figure 11. Sample of student work. Top: Small scale acrylic prototyping exercise. Bottom:
Large scale wood dowel installation.

3. Conclusions
We presented a process that enables design and production of large scale spatial
artifacts using low cost rapid prototyping 3D printers. The software within its welldefined limited scope, efficiently compacts a large number of operations, integrating modeling, analysis and optimization techniques into small footprint parametric
applications directly connecting upstream and downstream design and fabrication
considerations. Using 3D printer joinery is perhaps the most effective strategy for
additive manufacturing to large scale production. Compared to 3D printing planar
elements such as walls and slabs or linear elements such as extrusions which are
already typically prefabricated, joints of high geometric complexity are not easy to
design and fabricate today. Applying the geometry-oblivious process of 3D printing at complex interfaces makes the most sense and perhaps it may be the first
building scale application that makes 3D printing cost effective for architecture,
engineering and construction applications.
The current trend in design computation empowering the end-user with limited
or no prior design or technical training to imagine and create physical artifacts using simplified design and fabrication technologies is provocative. Basic design
knowledge and activities can be abstracted and integrated by computation using
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modeling, analysis, automation and optimization strategies. For instance, the ability to span mentally the process of design to production understanding dimensions
and proportions, material use, time and effort implications can be hinted. From
the end-user’s perspective questions such as how big will it be, how long will it
take, how much will it cost can be answered. It is also not difficult to embed
analysis components to answer simple questions such as will it stand up; or using
imaging techniques to answer questions as for how would it look in context. The
interesting challenge arising from this trend is relation the knowledge and experience of trained designers and engineers obtained through education and practice is
how may end-user efforts foster characteristics such as sensibility, interpretation
and judgement. What is contextually appropriate, culturally relevant, setting up
experiment assumptions and interpreting the results are non-trivial tasks to fully
automate. Nevertheless, supporting creativity and desire to design and make artifacts may contribute inductively towards those goals and the deeper appreciation
of design.
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